Mating Drive

**Video:** A new study shows what fruit fly sexual behavior can tell us about the nature of motivation across species.

Opioid Unknowns

While opioid concerns rise, a number of those hospitalized under Medicare are still being discharged with new opioid prescriptions.

Autism’s Reach

Could it be that autism is not solely a disorder of the brain? A new study in mice explores the question.

Unequal Pay for Doctors

Medical pay is far from color- or gender-blind, with white male doctors making more than black males and males of both races make more than women of either race.

Featured Events

- **06.13.16** Meditation: Heartfulness. Countway, Lahey Rm., noon.
- **06.17.16** Special grand rounds panel discussion with U.S. Surgeon General Vivek Murthy. TMEC, Walter Amph., 12:30 p.m.
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Awards and Recognitions

Dean’s Blog

Harvard Medicine magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Growing Talent

New faculty fellowships will help advance studies on the Ebola virus, monoclonal antibody cocktails and more.
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